Proof. Let Px, P2, and P3 denote the three path-components of Y-{y0}, and let ft (/= 1, 2, 3) denote the path-component of X-{f(y0)} which contains f(P¡).
Suppose ft= ft for some iV/ Let p{ ef(P¡) and p, ef (P,) . Then there exists a homeomorphism «: /-> X-{/(j»0)} such that «(0)=/»¡ and h(l)=p,. Now there exists a homeomorphism g: /-> F such that g(0)=7"_1(Pi) and ^(l)=/_1(/»i). Since ^(0=70 for some teI,f(g(I)) u «(7) contains a simple closed curve. This contradicts the fact that X is a tree. Theorem 2. 7/"/: F-> X is an imbedding and 77: Yxl^-X is an isotopy such that H(y, 0)=f(y) for all y e Y, then H(y0, t)=f(y0) for all t e I.
Proof. Define a path a: I -y X by a(t) = H(yQ, t). Suppose there exists tel such that a(t)^f(y0). Then there exists tx e I such that a(tx) is not a vertex of X. Thus H(y0, tx) = a(tx) is not a branch point of X. But «(l : Y -> X defined by ht1(y) = H(y, tx) is an imbedding. Therefore, by Theorem 1, hh(y0) is a branch point.
Theorem 3. Iff, g: Y^ X are imbeddings, then f is isotopic to g if and only if f(y0)=g(yo) and, for each path-component P of Y-{y0}, f(P) and g(P) are contained in the same path-component of X-{f(yo)}-Proof. Suppose there exists an isotopy 77: Fx7 -> X such that H(y, 0)=f(y) and H(y, l)=g(y) for each y e Y. Then/(j'o)=g(.yo) by Theorem 2. Suppose there exist a path-component P of Y-{y0} and path-components ft and ft of X-{f(y0)} such that ft/ft, f{P)<=Qi, and g(P)^Q2. Let yxeP. Define a path a:I^X by a(t) = H(yx, t). Then a(0) =/( yx) e ft and o(l)=gí>i) 6 ft.
Since Qx and ft are path-components of X-{f(y0)} and ft^ft, "(íi) =/(^o) for some tx e I. Now «(i: F-> A" defined by hh(y) = H(y, tx) is an imbedding. But ht1(yi) = H(yx,tx) = o(tx)=f(yo), and htl(y0) = H(y0, tx)=f(y0). Thus we have a contradiction.
If/(j;o)=^(>;o)> and, for each path-component P of Y-{y0},f(P) and g(P) are contained in the same path-component of X-{f(y0)}, then it is clear that / is isotopic to g. Theorem 4. If m is the order of a vertex of maximum order in X, and, for each 7= 3, 4,..., m, p , is the number of vertices of order j, then the number of isotopy classes of imbeddings of Y in X is JJ=3J(j-1)C/-2)/»y.
Proof. Let/» be the number of vertices of A'of order ^3, and for each i=l, 2,..., p, let «j be the order of the /th vertex. Then it follows from Theorems 1, 2, and 3 that the number of isotopy classes of imbeddings of Fin X is 2?=i «ifa-l)(«i -2).
But 2f. x nJtii-IX«,-2) = Z™= 37(7-W~QPi-Theorem 5. If m is the order of a vertex of maximum order in X, and, for each j= 3, 4,..., m, p, is the number of vertices of order j, then HX(X*, Z) is the free abelian group on 2™=3 [(j-2)(j-l)p,]-1 generators.
Proof. Let p be the number of vertices of X of order ^ 3, and for each i =1,2, .. .,p, let «( be the order of the ith vertex. By Theorem 3.4 of [5] , Hx(X*, Z) is the free abelian group on 2f=i [(«¡ -l)2 -(«,-1)] -1 generators. But
Thus, by comparing the formulas in Theorems 4 and 5, we see that there is a definite relation between the number of isotopy classes of imbeddings of Y in X and the 1-dimensional homology group of the deleted product of X.
3. The 2-dimensional analog of the triod. For each 7=1, 2, 3, let <jf be a 2-simplex, and let r be a 1-simplex. Throughout the remainder of this paper, let C denote the polyhedron, consisting of these simplexes and their faces, which satisfies the following conditions :
(1) r is not a face of at for any /, (2) there is a vertex c0 which is a vertex of r and of o¡ for each i, (3) for each i<j, a, r> a, is a 1-simplex r", and (4) ra^rkm unless i=k and j=m. The polyhedron C is a cone with a "sticker" attached to its vertex c0. We will continue to let r denote the 1-simplex described above. Also we will denote C-r u {c0} by D. Note that D is a disk.
Theorem 6. The polyhedron P(C*) is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere.
Proof. For each /= 1, 2, 3, let r¡ denote the 1-face of ct¡ which does not have c0 as a vertex. For each i<j, let cy denote the other vertex of riy, and let c denote the other vertex of r. The polyhedron P(C*) consists of the following 2- The proof now consists of only routine verifications, and hence it is omitted. For each i= 1, 2, 3, let t¡ be a 2-simplex, and suppose there is a 1-simplex s which is a face of t( for each /. Let u and v denote the vertices of s, and for each i, let «j denote the vertex of t¡ which is different from u and v. Also for each i, denote the 1-faces of t( different from s by su and s(2 so that s(1 n syi^ 0 ^s(2 n s,2 but Sa n jy2= 0 for ijtj. Let 0 denote the polyhedron consisting of these simplexes.
Theorem 7. The polyhedron P(9*) is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere.
Proof. The polyhedron P(6*) consists of the following 2-cells and their faces :
Again the proof now consists of only routine verifications. Suppose we add a 2-simplex ct4 to the polyhedron C so that r and r12 are faces of o-4. Let r4 denote the remaining 1-face of <r4, and let A denote the polyhedron obtained in this manner.
Theorem 8. The polyhedron P(A*) has the homotopy type of the 2-sphere. It is now a routine matter to verify that F(A*) is homotopically equivalent to the 2-sphere. It is clear that C can be imbedded in both 6 and A.
4. Imbedding C. Throughout this section, let X denote a finite, contractible, 2-dimensional polyhedron. Definition 1. A point x e X is called a c-point of X if there exist 2-simplexes, tj, t2, ..., rn, of X and a simplex t of X such that:
(1) t is not a face of t( for any i, (2) x is a vertex of t and of t( for each i,
Tn n Ti is a 1-simplex sn, (4) for each i= 1,2,..., «-1, t¡ n ri + 1 is a 1-simplex s¡, and (5) t¡ n r, = x unless 1 and j satisfy the conditions of either (3) or (4). Note. By a collection of 2-simplexes satisfying Definition 1, we mean the 2-simplexes ru t2, ..., t", i.e. we do not include t even though it may be a 2-simplex. Theorem 9. Iff: C-> X is an imbedding, then f(c0) is either a c-point of X or an interior point of a 1-simplex which is a face of at least three 2-simplexes.
Proof. First suppose f(c0) is not a vertex of X. Then f(c0) is an interior point of either a 1-simplex or a 2-simplex. Since the interior of C is not homeomorphic to a subset of an open disk, it is easy to see that/(c0) cannot be either an interior point of a 2-simplex or an interior point of a 1-simplex which is a face of less than three 2-simplexes. Now suppose f(c0) is a vertex of X. Since/is an imbedding, there is an arbitrarily small neighborhood U off(c0) such that U contains a subset which is homeomorphic to C. Therefore f(c0) is a c-point.
Notation. If t is a point of a 1-simplex s=(.x, y), then there exists a number A such that 0^A^ 1 and t = Xx + (l-X)y. Let [x, t] = {z = p.x + (l-p)y | A^^l}.
Notation. If P is a locally finite polyhedron and v is a vertex of P, let St(t», P) denote the open star of v in P.
Theorem 10. Iff: C-+ X is an imbedding andf(c0) is a c-point of X, then there exists a unique collection C, of 2-simplexes of X satisfying Definition 1 such that (1) f(C-r) intersects the interior of every simplex in C, and (2) there exists a neighborhood U off(c0) such that if r is a simplex which is not a face of a simplex of Cf, then f(C-r) n int(r) n 17= 0. Moreover there is a point t, in r (t,^c0) such that
Proof. Since / is continuous, there is a neighborhood V of c0 such that /(F)cSt(/(c0), X). Let C be a subset of V which is homeomorphic to C, and let r = {t I t is a 2-simplex of X and int(-r) nf(C'-r) ^ 0}.
Since f(C) is homeomorphic to C and f(c0) is a vertex, F contains a collection C, of 2-simplexes satisfying Definition 1. Suppose there exists a 2-simplex t eF -C,.
is not connected. Therefore there exist 1-Simplexes sx, s2,..., sv such that/(c0) is a vertex of sk for each k and (J {t | t e F'} n (J {t \ t e C,} = \Jk = x sk. Since f(C' -r)<=(J {t I te T}, f(C -r) -Uk=i *fc is not connected. Therefore
is not connected, and hence p>l. Let Kx,K2,...,Kn be the components of (C'-r)-f~1(Uk'=xsk), and suppose 7^, K2,..., Kn are ordered so that 7v¡ and Ki + X have a common limit point different from cQ, Kn and Kx have a common limit point different from c0, and f(Kx)<= [J {t \ r e C,}. Note that no three of the T^i's can have a common limit point different from cQ. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f(K2)c(J {t | t e F'}. Let/»! be a common limit point of Kx and K2 such that px e C' and px ^ c0. There exists j (1 újúp) such that /(/»1) e jy -{f(c0)}. Since C/ satisfies Definition 1, there exists z'(3^/á«) such that f{Ki)c U (T I T e C,} and /(A^i) and /(/C¡) have a common limit point qx in 5;-{/(c0)}. Thus [/(c0), qx] n [/(c0), /(/»1)] contains a point x different from /(c0). But x e [/(c0), <7i] n [/(c0), /(/»J] and x=£f(c0) implies that /_1(x) is a limit point of A'x, K2, and 7^ which is different from c0. Therefore T = C|. Now let IF be a neighborhood of c0 such that IF<= C, let U' be a neighborhood of/(c0) which does not intersect/(C-IF), and let U= U' n St(/(c0), X). Let t be any simplex which is not a face of a simplex of C¡. Then /(C -r)C\ int(r) = 0.
Since W<=C, /(C-C')C/(C-IF).
Let xef(C-r). Then either xef(C'-r) or xef(C-C).
If xef(C'-r), then x^int(r). If xef(C-C), thenx^U. Therefore/(C-r) n int(r) n[/=0. Suppose there is another collection C/ of 2-simplexes of X satisfying Definition 1 and conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem. Then either there is a 2-simplex in Cf which is not in C'f or there is a 2-simplex in C, which is not in C,. Suppose t is in C, but not in C'f. Then, since t is not in C',, there is a neighborhood [/ off(c0) such that f(C-r) n U n int(r)= 0. But this contradicts the fact that t is in Q.
If/(r) n y {t | t e C,} = {/(c0)}, then we can take t, to be any point of r other than c0. Suppose/(r) n (J {t | t e Q}?¿{/(co)}. Let c be the other vertex of r, let ,4 = {x = p.c0 + (l-p)c | 0 <¡ /i < 1 and/(a:) e 1J {t | t e Q}}, and let A = lub{/x | pc0 + (l-p)c e A}. Suppose A=l. There exists a neighborhood U of f(c0) such that each point of U n [J {t \ t e C,} is the image of a point of (C-F) u {c0} under/ Since/is continuous, there exists a neighborhood F of c0 such that /(F)c U. Since A = l, there is a point c'ern V such that cVco and /(c') e \J {t I t e e,}. Thus /(c') e (J {t | t g Q} n £/, and hence / is not one-toone. Therefore A< 1. Let A' be a number such that A< A'< 1, and let
Note. If /: C -> Y is an imbedding such that f(c0) is a c-point of X, then, throughout this paper, we shall denote by t, a point in r which has been chosen so that t,*c0 and f([Co, t,]) n U {> I t e C,}={/(<?")}.
Definition 2. If t and t' are simplexes, then we say that t and t' are joined by a chain of 2-simplexes if there exists a sequence Tlf ra,..., t" of 2-simplexes such that :
(1) t n Ti is a 1-simplex, (2) Tn n t is a 1-simplex, and (3) for each i, t¡ n ri + 1 is a 1-simplex. We say that rls t2, ..., t" is a c«ai« of 2-simplexes joining t and t'. If y4/ contains a 1-simplex, choose a 1-simplex sf in y4r. If A, does not contain a 1-simplex, choose a 2-simplex t in A, and let s7 denote the line segment in t from /(c0) to the barycenter of the 1-face of r opposite /(c0). In either case the line segment s, is called a c-/i«e.
Note. We extend Definition 2 in the obvious way so that we can talk about a chain of 2-simplexes joining either two c-lines or a c-line and a simplex.
Theorem 11. Let fig: C-y X be imbeddings such that f(co)=g(c0) is a c-point of X. Iff is isotopic to g under an isotopy H such that H(c0, t) =/(c0) for each tel, then C, = Cg and either s, = sg or there exists a chain tx, t2, ..., t" of 2-simplexes joining s, and sg such thatf(c0) is a vertex ofT¡for each i and t{ n ri + x is not a face of a simplex of C, for any i.
Proof. Let 77: Cxi^y X be an isotopy such that H(w, 0) =f(w) and 77(w, 1) =g(w) for each weC and H(c0, t)=f(c0) for each tel. For each tel, let «t: C-> X be the imbedding defined by ht(w) = H(w, t).
Suppose Cf^Cg, and let r' = lub{r | Cht = C¡}. Suppose Chl. = C¡. Let{t¡}r=x be a sequence of points such that tx<l, rt>r' for each /, r¡>ri + i for each i, and lim,..« ti = t'. For each i, there exists a 2-simplex r¡t of C, such that r,i$Cht. Since C, has only a finite number of simplexes, there is a 2-simplex r, such that r¡i = r¡ for an infinite number of i"s. Let V be a neighborhood of (c0, t') such that 77(F')cSt(/(c0), X). There exists a connected neighborhood M' of c0 and a neighborhood N' of t' such that M' xN'^V.
Let cxe M' n D such that H(cx, t')e int(r,). Let V be any neighborhood of (cx, t'). There exists a neighborhood M of cx and a connected neighborhood N of t' such that MxN <= Fn(M'x7v").
There exists i such that (¡eiV and fjj=>ij. Since A/'x{?i} c J/', 77(M'x{rJ) c St(/(c0), X).
Therefore, since M' x{t¡} is connected, c0 e M', and Cj e M' n 77, 77(c!, t¡) e CKt . Therefore 77(F)diint^), and hence 77 is not continuous. If Chl,j^Ch then r'>0, and, using essentially the same argument, we can show that 77 is not continuous. Therefore C, = Cg. We assert that there exists a neighborhood N of 1 such that if teN, then rftf can be chosen so that fit([c0, thl] n [c0, cj) n (J {r I t e ^a}-{/(c0)} * 0.
First suppose g(g(C-/-U {/(C0)})) n U {r | r E CJ = 0.
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For each x e 8(C-r u {/(c0)}), there exists a neighborhood Mx of x and a neighborhood Nx of 1 such that H(MX x Nx) n U {t | t e Cg) = 0. Let MXlxNXl. Obviously some subcollection of rlt t2, ..., Tm is a chain joining sr and s9. Suppose that for each such subcollection rlt t2,..., t", t¡ n tí + 1 is a face of a simplex of [August C, for some /'= 1, 2,...,«-1. For each tel, some subcollection of tx, t2, ..., rm is a chain joining sht and s,. Let r = {t I if tx, t2, ..., rn is any subcollection of tx, ra,...,rm which is a chain joining shl and sf, then t¡ n Ti + Xis a face of some simplex of C, for some /= 1, 2,..., «-1}, and let r'=glb{r| teF}. Suppose t'=l. Observe that if p, p e Aht for some t, and p can be joined to s, by a subcollection tx, t2, ..., t" of tx, t2, ..., rm so that Ti n Ti+i is not a face of C, for any z'= 1, 2,...,«-1, then p can be joined to s, If í £ TV, then each simplex in Aht can be joined to sht, by a subcollection tx, t2, ..., t" of tj, t2, ..., rm so that T¡ n T¡ + j is not a face of Q for any /'= 1, 2,..., «-1. Since there exist teNr\F, t' eF. Therefore r'>0, and hence there exist t e N such that t<t'. Thus t' $ F.
The original proof of the following theorem was due to Ross Finney. The author is also indebted to the referee for suggesting a simpler proof.
Theorem 12. Let K be a locally finite polyhedron, and let v be a vertex of K. If « : 7 -*■ K is a homeomorphism such that «(0) = v, then there exists an isotopy F: Ix I -»■ K such that F(x, 0) = h(x) for all x e I, F | 7x {1} is a homeomorphism of I onto an edge emanating from v, and F(0, t) = v for all t e I.
Proof. If «(7) d: St(t», K), let x be the smallest number in 7such that h(x) i 1>t(v,K). 
Then G is an isotopy such that G \ Zx{0} is a homeomorphism of I onto a line segment in [St(y, K)]~ from v to «(1), G(x, l)=h(x) for all x e I, and (J(0, F) = f for all f 6 Z.
Notation. Let x0 be a c-point of X, let Cp be a collection of 2-simplexes of X, and let sp be a c-line of Z such that x0, Cv, and sv satisfy Definition 1. Let t he a 2-simplex of Cp, let Si and s2 denote the 1-faces of t which have x0 as a vertex, let s3 denote the 1-face of r which does not have x0 as a vertex, and let S -U {J I J 's a 1-face of a simplex of Cp, x0 is not a vertex of s, and s is not a face of t}.
Using the same notation for the simplexes of C as that used in §3, let p,p' : C -*■ X be the homeomorphisms which satisfy the following properties :
(1) p maps r linearly onto sp, (2) p maps ru linearly onto s,^x for eachy'=2, 3, (3) p maps each point of ox into the point of r which has the same barycentric coordinates, (4) p maps r2 u r3 linearly onto S, (5) if L is a line segment from c0 to r2 u /-3, then /? maps L linearly onto the line segment from x0 to p(L n (r2 u r3)), (6) p' maps r linearly onto sp, (7) // maps rx, linearly onto s;_j for each j=2, 3, (8) p maps rx linearly onto 5", (9) if L is a line segment from c0 to rx, then /?' maps L linearly onto the line segment from xQ to p'(L n rj), (10) // maps r2 u r3 linearly onto s3, and (11) if L is a line segment from c0 to r2 u r3, then // maps L linearly onto the line segment from x0 to p'(L n (r2 u r3)).
TVore. In the remainder of this paper, when we speak of p and p', we will mean homeomorphisms satisfying the above conditions. This means that CP = CP. and s" = sp.. Theorem 13. If f: C-> X is an imbedding such that f(c0) is a c-point of X, Cf = Cp, and either sf = sp or there exists a chain rlt t2, ..., t" of 2-simplexes joining s, and sp such that f(c0) is a vertex of Tifor each i and rt n tj + i is not a face of a simplex of Cf for any i, then f is isotopic to either p or p' under an isotopy H such that H(c0, t)=f(c0)far each t e I. by G(z, t) = z-tz/4. Define F: DxI^X hy F(w, t)=fk~1G(k(w), t). Then F is an isotopy, F(w, 0)=f(w), and F(w, 1) e D'. Since F(c0, t)=f(c0) for all f e Z, we can extend F to an isotopy F*: CxI^ X by defining F*(w, t) = Kx(w) for all wee. Then F*(w, 0) = Kx(w) for all tceC, and F? is an imbedding of C into Y such that Fx*(D)=D'.
Let we Z> -{c0}, and let Lx be the line segment from c0 to 8D which passes through w. Then Ff(Lx n 3Z)) e SZF. Let L2 be the line segment from f(c0) to 8({J {t \ Te Cf}) which passes through Ff(Li n d£>), and let a = L2nd(UH reCf}).
Let e be a metric for C, and let e be the e radius of D. Define J: C x I -> X by /(w, t) = Kx(w), if we r, J(w, t) = Fx* (the point on Lx whose distance from c0 is 2e(w, c0)l(2-t)), Then / is an isotopy, 7(w, 0) = Fi*(w), if w e D, and A(Z))= U {t | t e C,}.
It is clear that there exists an isotopy M* : 8D x I -y 8(\J {r | te C,}) such that M*(w, 0)=Jx(w) and M{* is either/» | 8D or/»' | 3D. Also it is clear that this isotopy can be extended to an isotopy M': Dxl^ U (T I T e Q} such that M'0=JX and M'(c0, t)=f(c0)-Then we can extend Ai" to an isotopy M: CxI-+{J{r\TeC,}uf({c0,cx])
by defining M(w, t) = Kx(w) for all wer. Now by Alexander's Theorem [1] , M'x is isotopic to either/» | 77 or/»' | 77 under an isotopy TV' such that N'(c0, t)=f(c0). Again 7v" can be extended to an isotopy TV: CxI-y (J {r \ r e C,} u/ ([c0, cj) by defining TV(w, t) = Kx(w) for all wer.
The desired result now follows immediately from Theorem 12.
Theorem 14. Let f: C-y X be an imbedding such that f(c0) is a c-point of X.
If F: Cxi'-* X is an isotopy such that F(w, 0) =f(w) for each we C and t' = glb{t \ F(c0, t) Ï f(c0)}, then there exists a neighborhood V of t' such that F(c0, t) e (J {r \ r e C,} whenever te V.
Proof. Suppose that for each neighborhood R of / ', there exists t e R such that F(co, t)i\J{r\re C,}. Observe that F(c0, t')=f(c0). Let V be a neighborhood of (c0, /') such that F(V')^St(f(c0), X). There exists a connected neighborhood M' of c0 and a neighborhood TV' of t' such that M' x TV'c V'. Let cxe M' n D such that Cj^Cq. Then F(cx, t') e int(lj {t | t ê C,}). Let V be any neighborhood of (cx, t'). There exists a neighborhood M of cx and a connected neighborhood TV of t' such that MxN^V C\(M' xN'). There exists txeN such that
Let X' be a subdivision of X such that F(c0, /i) is a c-point of Y', and let fh=F\ Cx{tx}. Since M'x{tx} is connected, c0eM', and cxeM'nD, F(cx, tx) e int(U {t|te C/(i}).
Therefore F( F) d: int( [J {t \ t e C,}), and hence F is not continuous. Definition 4. If / g: C-^X are imbeddings such that f(c0) and g(c0) are c-points of X, then we say that f(C) and g(C) are combinatorially joined if there exist a sequence il5 ia,.. ,,sa of 1-simplexes and three sequences Tx, t2, ..., rq; Tx, r2,..., Tm; Tx, r2,...,rn of 2-simplexes such that :
(1) f(c0) is a vertex of sx and g(c0) is a vertex of sa, (2) sß n fy + i is a vertex for each ¿3= 1, 2,..., a-1, Summary. Now it follows that in order to compute the number of isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X, it is sufficient to consider only the c-points and the 1-Simplexes which do not have a c-point as vertex but which are faces of at least three 2-simplexes. Let xx, x2,..., xm denote the c-points of X, and let slt s2,...,sn denote the 1-simplexes which do not have a c-point as vertex but which are faces of at least three 2-simplexes. For each /= 1,2,..., m, let CiX, Ci2,..., Ciqi be the collections of 2-simplexes having x, as a vertex and satisfying Definition 1. Suppose 1 H^m and 1 ^k^qt. For each 2-simplex r such that x, is a vertex of t and the 1-faces of t which have x¡ as a vertex are faces of simplexes of Cik, choose a line segment in t from x¡ to the barycenter of the 1-face of t opposite x(, and let stkx, Sik2, ■ ■ -,Sikaik denote this collection of line segments together with all 1-simplexes having x( as a vertex which are not faces of simplexes of Cik. Corresponding to (Cxx, im), there are 2 isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X. Corresponding to (Cxx, sXX2), there are 2 isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X. We examine these to see if either is one of the 2 classes previously obtained. We will either get 2 new classes or no new classes. We continue this process. For each (Cik, sike), i'=l, 2,. ..,m; k=\, 2,.. .,qt; ß=l,2,...,aik, there are 2 isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X. They are either both new or neither is new. Let yx be the number of distinct isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X obtained from (CXk, sike), k=l,2,...,qx; ß= 1, 2,..., aXk. For each i=2,3,...,m, let y, be the number of distinct isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X obtained from (Cik, sm), k=\, 2,.. .,q{; ß=l, 2,..., aik, which are different from those obtained from (Cak,sake), a=l,2,...,i-l; k=l,2.qa; ß=l, 2,..., aak. For each 7=1,2,...,«, let n, be the number of 2-simplexes which have s, as a face. Then the number of isotopy classes of imbeddings of C in X is Bibliography
